CORE CURRICULUM

Requirements

Initial Courses
The initial courses of the Core Curriculum begin the process of attaining the above goals and objectives with an emphasis on language mastery (English composition and foreign language preparation).

- ENGL 1102 Composition II
- Foreign Language and Literature

Disciplinary Ways of Knowing and Concepts
The second step of the core curriculum continues the development of writing and oral expression as well as social awareness in the study of ways of knowing characteristic of liberal arts disciplines.

- Mathematical/Computational Reasoning: One required course
- Natural Science: Two courses: Physical Science and Life Science
- PHIL 1000 Philosophy of Human Nature
- THEO 1000 Faith and Critical Reason
- Fine and Performing Arts: One required course
- Texts and Contexts: One required course
- Understanding Historical Change: One required course
- Social Sciences: One required course

Advanced Disciplinary Study
The third phase enables students to deepen and extend their disciplinary study and enrich their major courses, which they will be taking concurrently, through a diverse spectrum of advanced courses, thereby assuring the achievement of intellectual perspective with breadth. The following upper-level courses will build on the knowledge, skills, and methodological foundations of the disciplinary introductions to develop and extend their awareness of questions and approaches outside their majors. Courses at this level will generally be numbered in the 3000 range and may be taken when students have completed or are completing the introductory disciplinary courses in the area, beginning in sophomore year.

- PHIL 3000 Philosophical Ethics
- Sacred Texts and Traditions: One required course
- Advanced Disciplinary Courses: Two required courses:
  - an advanced literature course and an advanced history course; or
  - an advanced history course and an advanced social science course; or
  - an advanced social science course and an advanced literature course.

Capstone Courses
The final stage of learning through the core curriculum builds on themes introduced in earlier courses. One course completes the sequence of courses in literature, history, and/or social science, and enables students to recognize interrelations among disciplinary ways of knowing through interdisciplinary study. The second course reflects on the infusion of values in knowledge and human life, thereby forming a broader perspective that will provide a framework for the development of socially responsible wisdom after graduation. Courses at this level will be numbered in the 4000 range, and may be taken when students have completed or are completing the Advanced Disciplinary courses.

- Interdisciplinary Capstone in Literature, History, and/or Social Science: One required course
- Values Seminar: One required course

Distributive Requirements
Finally, students must complete a set of distributive requirements across their four years at Fordham.

- Eloquentia Perfecta Seminars: Four required courses
- Global Studies: One required course
- American Pluralism: One required course
- Community-Engaged Learning: One encouraged course
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